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Beam-Beam Issues in Asymmetric Colliderst 

Miguel A. Funnan 
Accelerator & Fusion Research Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

We discuss generic beam·beam issues for proposed asymmetric e+ ·e- colliders. We illustrate the issues by choosing, 
as examples, the proposals by Comel! University (CESR·B), KEK, and SLACILIlLILLNL (PEP· II). 

I.INTRODUcnON 

Several institutions around the world have recently 
proposed building asymmetric e+ ·e- colliders Wi ~l a 
design luminosity in ~le range 1033 - 1034 cm- 2 5- 1, 

whose primary purpose is ~le delailed study of the B 
meson system [I-6J . TIle design performance of ~lese 
"B factories" is optimized for a cenler of mass energy of 
10.56 GeV, corresponding to ~le T(4S) resonance; ~li s 
implies that the energies of ~le two beams must sat isfy 
E+ ·E_= 27.9 GeV 2 A brief summary of relevant 
paramelers is displayed in Table 1. In al I ca'es Ihe low· 
energy ring (LER) contains ~le positron beam, while 
the high·energy bring (HER) contains ~le elec tron 
beam. From the perspecti ve of the beam·beam 
interaction, ~le energy asymmetry is a nove l feature for 
which there is no experience (Wilh the very reccIH 
exception of HERA [7]). Since ~le bernns necessrn'ily 
travel in two different rings, they have, in general, 
differenllunes, emitlances, chromalicitics, hearn-hernn 
parameters, etc, and experience different magn etic 
errors, impedances, etc. A first berun-berun issue is, 
therefore: is the energy asymmetry a detrimental effect 
on the berun·berun dynrunics? 

The value chosen for the luminosi ty is significantly 
higher than in existing (or defunct) e+·e- colliders. It is 
generally believed that the performance of these 
mach ines is (or was) limited by ~le streng~l of ~le 
beam·berun interaction . Almost certain ly ~le same 
limitation appl ies to asymmetric colli ders. This 
limitation, coupled Wi~l o~ler constraints such as 
synchrotron radiation masking and the avoidance of 
single· bunch instabilities, implies that the high 
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luminosi ty must be achieved by using many bunches, 
each of which has "normal" bunch current and 
emittance. Experience shows that the largest achieNable 
dynamical beam·berun parameter is !" 0.06. For ~lis 
rcason, all proposed designs have chosen values for the 
nominal heam·beam parruneters in the range ~O = 0.03 
- 0.05. The combination of high beam current and 
normal bunch current implies a relatively short buncb 
spacing sB, in ~le range 0.6 m to a few m, which, in 
tum, implies ~lat the bunches will experience parasitic 
collisions (PCs) in ~le vicinity of the interacton point 
(I Pl. This raises a second issue: are PCs detrimental to 
the performance? One way to weaken the strength of 
~le PCs is by means of a crossing angle at the IP. In 
~li s case, is the crossing angle detrimental? Other 
issues must be addressed, that are not peculiar to 
asymmetric colliders, such as: effects of magnet 
nOlilineariLics, injcction options. and beam lifetime. 

Table I . Selected parameters 

Project !fo E.! E_ Py+!Py- CIt ~O 

[IOJJ) [GcY) [em] [em] 

DF! 3.S 1 8 lit O.S O.OS 

CESR·D 3 3.518 1.5 1 1.5 0.03 

DESY 3 3/9.3 112 0.04 

VEPP·S 5 4.3/6.5 I 1 I 0.7S O.OS 

KEK 2 3.5 1 8 I 1 I O.S O.OS 

PEP·n 3 3.1 19 I.S 1 3 0 .03 



2. BEAM-BEAM ISSUES 

2.1 Nominal and Dynamical Quantities 

In the absence of the beam-beam inleraction. the beam 
sizes and emittances take on single-beam values, which 
we call "nominal." We label them wi~l a ,uh$cript O. 
For example, the nominal vertical beam size of the 
positron bunch, and ~le nominal vertical beam-beam 
parameter of a po$itron at ~le center of ale bunch are 
given by 

(I) 

~ _ roN-A .• 
, 0,' .• - 0(00) 

2JrY+ ao),.- aa,,- + Goy._ 
(2) 

(similar expressions apply for the remaining three 
quantities. mutatis lIIutandi) , Once the heams are 
brought into collision, ~le emittance$ deviate from 
their nominal values and reach a Ilew equilihrium \'mue 
and. as a result, so do all quantities involving U)C hc~un 
sizes, including a,e beam-bearn pararneters and the 
luminosity. These arc the "dynamical" quantities. 
which we denote wil.hoUI lhc subscript O. 

Obviously a design is spccirictJ hy nominal quantities. 
while the performance is determined t'ly u),narnicai 
quantities . De$ign$ with different parametef$ have 
different costs. risk factors. tolerances :IIHJ dynrunical 
luminosity !f. even if th e spccifictJ nominal 
luminosity !f 0 is Lhc same. Demn-herun studies must 
a"\sess the relative merits of tJiffercnt designs. 

Another question that bearn -beam studics can in 
principle answer is: what is tllC hellin -hemn limit? By 
this we mean the de$ign witll best peri'onnance for a 
given CO$t (understood in its mO$t general pO$Sible 
sense). Such an investigation is much more tJirJicult 
tllan comparative assessments of different tJesigns. and 
will not be addressed here. 

2.2 Formulation of the Beam-Beam Problem 

When two bunches collide, only one (or a few) particles 
hit each other head-on and annillilate; tile vost majority 
of them (typically IOtO - IOtt per bunch) pass 
alfough and experience a force from the collective 
electromagnetic field from the opposing particles. In 
principle, solving ~le beam-beam problem amounts to 
tlle determination of tlle charge distrihution of the 
bunches under tlleir mutual and repetitive innuencc . 
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This amounts to solving Maxwell's and Newton's 
equations (in ~le presence of damping and random 
quantum excitation) simultaneously and self
consistently. This is a formidable problem that will 
probably never be completely solved. 

However, in addition to the experience from symmetric 
colliders, the solution to the beam-beam problem is 
known in the limit ~O -+ O. In this Iimi~ the beam
beam interaction can be described by an effective thin
lens quadrupole magnet at the IP, which has the 
peculiarity that it is focusing in both planes. If we call 
k ~le effective strength of a,is quadrupole (k: inverse 
focal len ga,), and if f30 is a,e beta function at the IP, 
~len U,e solution is such that k is given by 

k flo: 4Tf9J (3) 

The re$uitant tune shift Ll v, the dynamical beta 
function f3 and the dynamical alpha function a 
immediately before the IP (a = - f3 ' /2) are given by 
the equations 

cO$(2Tf(vo+Llv»: cos(2Tf Yo) - 2Tf~o sin(2Tf "I) (4) 

l: sin(2Tf Yo) 

f30 sin(2Tf(vo+Ll v») 
(5) 

a: (ao - 2Tf~o)l 
f30 

(6) 

(the nominal $Iope ao is nonnally chosen 10 be zero). 
There arc four such sets of equations for the horizontal 
and vertical dimensions of either beam. These equations 
arc valid to lowest order in ~O for the particles in the 
beam core provided U13t: (I) a,ere is no x-y coupling, 
(2) ~le bunch length is small, al « f3o, and (3) the 
nominal tune vo is nOi too close to an integer or half
integer. The bemn emillMccs are not changed in this 
limit. 

If ~O is nOi small , ~le solution is not completely 
understood . In general, however, the effects are 
unfavorable: a,e dynamical beam sizes and emittances 
are u$ually larger than nominal, so that the dynamical 
beam-beam parameters and luminosity are smaller than 
nominal, and ~le beam lifetime is finite raU,er than 
infinite. 



2.3 Asymmetry and Transparency 

Because no asynunetric colliders exisl al presenl, and 
because the consequences of U,e beam-beam inleraction 
are nOi complelely underslood for inlense beams, il has 
been argued [8] that a caulious design approach mighl 
be to force the beam dynamics of an asymmelric 
collider to resemble as closely as possible thai of a 
symmetric one. In this way the design can draw upon 
the experience from single-ring colliders. ll,is silualion 
is achieved by imposing the following "Iransparency 
synunelry" condilions: 

(i) pairwise equalilY of nominal beam-beam 
parameters: ~O.t,+ = ~O.t" and ~Oy,+ = ~Oy,. 

(ii) pairwise equalilY of nominal beam sizes: 
• • d' • a Ox,+ = a Ox. - an a 0),.+ = a 0),,-

(iii) equalilY of damping decremenls of U,e IWO 
rings 

(iv) equal il l' of U,e lune modulation ampliludes 
due to synchrotron osci llations: 
(at v,lP'x,),)+= (at v,lP·x.y)-, where at 
=hunch Jcngtll and vJ =synchrolIoll lune. 

These conditions have heen arrived m from analytic 
arguments and by lrial and elTor ill simulntions. It i~ 

known that, in many cases, U,e predicled performance is 
bencr when U,e ahove condilions are sali,fied Ihan 
when they are fully violaled (9J . An immediale 
consequence of transparency symmelI)' is a significant 
reduclion in U,e number of free paramelers, which is 
cenainly a practical advanlage for heam-beam sludies. 
This symmelry is generally regarded as a pruden I 
slarting poinl and has heen adopled, in an approximate 
way, by all D faclory proposals. 

A more rigorous set of transparency conditions have 
been arrived al (IOJ hy demanding U131 Ihe shorl-Ienn 
single-panicle dynamics of U,e IwO beams be idenlical. 
This implies U,al U,e lunes, emillances, beta funclions, 
beam-heam paramelers and bunch Ienglhs of U,e IwO 
beams mUSI be pairwise equal. The only freedom left 
over in this analysis is a trade-off belween energy and 
bunch currenl such U,al (Nn+ = (Ny)_. Since Ihi' 
analysis is Hamilionian, nothing can be slaled ahoul 
U,e damping decremenlS. Luminosity performance, 
apparenUy, has not been sludied under these conditions. 

Transparency symmelry implies cerlain equalilies 
among the bela-funclion, and emillance, (8]. In 
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panicular, the expression for the nominal luminosily 
simplifies 10 

:to= 2.167XlO34(I+r)9>r(E~) [cm·2s"] (7) 
A '.-

where U,e energy E is expressed in Ge V, the IOtaJ beam 
currenl I in A and the beta function in cm. The 
subscripI +,- means thaI the expression in parentheses 

• I' . can be taken from either beam, and r = a Oy a OX IS 
U,e nominal beam aspecI ralio. 

3. BEAM-BEAM SIMULATIONS FOR PEP-II 

A fair number of muliiparticle lracking simulalions 
have been carried OUI for PEP-II (l,lIJ. The current 
design has head-on collisions al the IP with magnelic 
beam separalion in U,e horizonlal plane. As a resuli of 
U,e relatively short bunch spacing, SB = 1.26 m, the 
bunches experience a few glancing parasitic crossing 
collisions (PCs) on their way inlo and oul of the IP. 
PCs induce effeclS such as a closed orbil dislOriion, 
lune shift, tune spread, and higher-order nonlinear 
effeClS. Generally speaking, all these effeclS are likely 
10 be detrimen~11 if the beam separation d al the PC is 
100 small. For U,is reason, the beam-beam simulations 
have looked aI U,is parameler quile closely. 

These sim ulalions are "slrong-slrong," in which the 
hunches are represented by up 10 256 "superpanicles" 
U,al are initially Gaussian-distribuled in 6-dimensioanl 
phase space. Typically, simulations are run for up 10 
five damping times, or 25,000 lums. Although the 
particle dislrihulions deviale from Gaussian as time 
progresses, for the purposes of compuling the beam
beam kick on the opposing bunch, the !TnS beam size 
is compuled al every lurn and used in U,e Basselti
Erskine formula (12] corresponding 10 the electric lield 
of a Gaussian dislrihulion. This lums OUI 10 be a fairly 
good approximalion for nominal values of the 
paramelers because the aClual shapes of Ihe 
distrihulions remain quile close 10 Gaussian. 

Thick lens-effects (13] are taken into accounl by 
di viding up Ihe bunch into up 10 live slices in the 
longitudinal dimension. The simulalions include 
damping and quanlum excitalion, hourglass and 
disruplion effeclS, synchrolron oscillations and betalron 
lune modulalion due 10 synchrolron motion. However, 
longiludinal forces during the beam-beam collisions are 
neglecled, as are all laltice nonlinearities. Thus the 
machine is represenled by a linear arc. 



3.1 Parasitic Crossings Neglected 

The simulations show thal, if the PCs are ignored, the 
dynamical behavior is quite close to nomi nal even 
when ~o is substantially larger U,an U,e specified value 
0.03. This is shown in Fig. I , in which the dynamical 
luminosity is planed vs. ~o (the design is such tha t 
~Ox,+= ~oy,+= ~Ox, - = ~oy,-" ~o) · The chosen 
working point is (0.64,0.57) for both beams, and ~o is 
varied away from its nominal value of 0.03 by varying 
the bunch curren! at fi xed nominal eminance. Results 
from two similar but not identical codes [14] are shown 
(for large values of ~o, the resullS are prohably not 
reliable; also, the two codes differ in the way they 
bandle coherent effects, which are imporlant at high 
va lues of ~). 

~ 

1; 
u 

2, 
-
X 
~. 

iii 

7 

6 

5 - Yokoya 's code 
~ TRS , 

3 

2 

8.00 

Fig. 1. Dynamical luminosity vs. nomi nal 
beam-beam parameter fo r PEP-II in 
the absence of errecL' from PCs. 

3.2 EffecLS of the Parasitic Crossings 

0.12 

An idea of the strengU, of U,e PCs is given by U,e size 
of the induced beam-beam kick. The bernn-beam kick 
from each PC experienced hy a posi tron nt U,e center of 
the bunch is characterized by heam-heam parameters 

"lI>o) _ ro N- /3x.+ 
f::,O.1'.+ - - ~ • 

21Ty+tr 
.1Jr) ..:ro_N..c" {3,""'",'+ 
,,"0),,+ = + 

21TY+; 
(8) 

where d is the separation between U,e orbits at U,e PC 
location. Simi lar expressions apply for an electron, 
mutatis mutandi. In the curren t design, APIARY 7.5, 
each bunch experiences four PCs on eiU,er side of the 
IP. The PCs closest to U,e IP on eiU,er side, however, 
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overwhelm all the others, so that only these two have 
been considered in the beam-beam studies. For these, 
U,e orbit separation is d= 3.5 mm ; using the res! of the 
nominal parameter values, the above expressions 
eval uate to 

~1 = -0.003, 
c)f:.l = +0.006, 

~oo:.2 = - 0.0002 

~o~2 = + 0.002 
(9) 

for each or the two PCs. The fac t tha t U,e vertical 
beam-beam parameter of the LER is the largest of the 
fou r is due to U,e fact that U,e vertical beta function is 
also the largest; U,is, in tum, is because /3'y,+ is the 
smallest. 

One example [15] of simulation resul ts incl uding these 
PCs is shown in Fig. 2, in which the beam blowup 
factors are planed against normalized beam separation 
(TRS COde). This panicu lar case corresponds to an 
earlier design, APIARY 6.3D, for which the nominal 
beam separation at the PCs is d = 2 .8 mm, 
correspondi ng to diaOx.+ = 7.6. In this plot diaOx.+ is 
varied by varying d whi le keeping all oU,er parameters 
fixed. It is clear that the venical a's blow up more 
significantly at small PC separation, especially for the 
LER. This is prohably rela ted to the fact that the 
vertical beam-beam kick from the PC is strongest for 
U,e LER, as seen in Eq . (9). The four a's do not blow 
up togetl,e r because U,e transparency symmetry is not 

- Lf A, hor. 
- LEA. vert. 

2 
-6- HER. hor. 
~ HER,vert. 

nominal PC separalion 

o~--~--~--~----~--~--~ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

d /(1(h,+ 

Fig . 2. Beam blowup for PEP-1/ (APIARY 
6.3D) including PCs (TRS code). 



only broken by the PCs, Eq. (9), but is also broken at 
the nominal level due 10 the difference in the IUne 
modulation amplitudes due to synchrotron motion, 

(
a. ~, ) = 1.07x lO-3 ,(<1' ~, ) = 6.97xlO-4 
f3, • {3x -

r~' l. = 2.69x 10-' , (<1~' t = J.74x 10-' 

(10) 

If d is increased sufficienU y (dl <10x, + ~ 7 in thi s 
particular case), the effeclS from Ule PCs disappear, 
leaving a remanent LER venical blowup of -20-25% 
due to the main colli sion at Ule IP. This impl ies a 
- 10% reducti on in dynamical luminosity from its 
nominal val ue of 3 x lOB cm-2 s- I. 

The APIARY 7.5 design has d= 3.5 mm and dI<1o.\·.+ = 
9.6. Simulation results for Ule venical blowup of Ule 
LER are shown in Fig. 3 Wle remaining Ulrce blowup 
faclOrs are quite close to unit y). The onse t of 
significan t beam blowup happens in this case for 
dlGOx.+ $ 5, which allows a larger margin of comfon 
in the design Ulan in APIARY 6.30 (Ule upturn shown 
by TRS at dI<10x.+ = 12 is almost cenainl y an anifact 
of not having run U1C simulation long enough). 

-T-" Yokoya's code 

2 
---0- lAS 

nominal PC separalion 

o~------------~~----~--~ 4 6 8 10 12 14 

dl", •.• 

Fig. 3. Vertical beam blowup for PEP-II 
(APIARY 7.5) includ ing rcs. 

3.3 Comments on Transparency Symmelry 

From the point of view of beam-beam simulalions, 
PEP-II has been slUdied more exte nsively thantJle oUler 
proposed a,ymmetric coll iders. Here are a few questions 
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for transparency symmelI)' that are tentatively answered 
witilin the context of these simulations: 

(I) Is transparency symmetry a convenient, prudent 
slarting point for Ule design? Yes; the symmetry 
convenien!ly restriclS the numbers of parameters to 
slUdy, and allows to cal librate predicted performance 
against the experience available for symmetric colliders. 
Simulations for PEP-II also show that performance is 
beller under transparent-symmetric conditions than 
under non-transparent-symmetric conditions (9). 

(2) Does transparency symmetry allow reaching the 
beam-beam limit? Probably not; it is quite possible 
UJat luminosity performance can be beller for a non
Iransparen l-symmetric configuralion than for a 
symmetric one. In facl, it has been argued on general 
grounds (16) that, given an asymm etric machine 
design, the beam-beam limit can only be achieved with 
asy mmetric beam dyn amics parameters. Thus, 
according to Ulis argumenl, transparency symmelI)' 
wou ld preclude allaining th e beam-beam limit. 
Howeve r, IIle same reasoning pred icts greater 
sensitivity to errors and tighter tolerances as the beam
beam limil is approached . Thus it is possible that the 
ultimate beam-beam limil in an asymmetric collider 
can be achieved at the price of relinquishing too much 
nexibility and Ulerefore operational reliability, or of 
undesirably ti gh t IOlerances. Furthermore, it is nO! 
known presently how different the luminosity at the 
beam-beam li mi t would be compared wi th what could 
be achieved in a given transparen l-symmetric case. In 
any case, lhe consensus for now seems to be that even 
if lum inosily performance can be improved by moving 
away from transparency, it is still a prudent approach to 
ensure lllat Ule collider design should encompass the 
transparent-symmetric option. 

(3) Is transparency symmetry strictl y necessary? 
Probably nO!; as pointed out above, the symmelI)' is 
nOl perfect for Ule PEP-II design even at the nominal 
level on account of Eq . (10), and it is further broken by 
oUler effeclS such as those from IIle PCs and magnet 
errors. Certainl y transparency symmelI)' implies design 
challenges such as an unnaturally fast damping rale for 
Ule LER, which must be achieved by resorting to 
wigglers and/or strong bending magnets. From this 
perspective, it would be convenient and economical to 
dispense with IIlese special devices, or to reduce their 
scope. This must be balanced against the "pruden! 
approach" metioned above. More research is needed in 
order 10 assess Ule issue. 



(4) Does tran sparency symmetry allow adequale 
wlerances and safely margins? Yes; oUler simulalions, 
nOI presented here, show, for example, thaI lolerances 
are nOI tighl on the vertical and horizontal alignment of 
the beams when they collide at the IP nOI exaclly head· 
on bUI slighlly off·cenler. Another example thaI 
suggeslS that the equalilY of the LER and HER beam· 
beam paramelers may nOI be stricUy necessary for the 
APIARY 6.30 design is shown by the simulalion 
resullS in Fig. 4, in which the venical beam blowup of 
the two beams are shown as a function of Ule LER 
beam·beam parameler ~O+. In this case ~o+ is varied 
away from ils nominal value of 0.03 under Ihe 
constrainls ~Ox,+= ~Oy,+ and ~Ox,-= ~Oy,-, with Ihe 
product ~O+'~O- held fixed al 0.032 This is done by 
changing the number of parlicles per bunch al fixed 
nominal emittance such thaI Ule producI of Ule bunch 
currents remains constanl. This constraint ensures lhal 
the nominal luminosi lY for all poinlS in Fig. 4 is Ihe 
same, namely !£ 0 = 3 x 10 33 cm- 2 s- '. This 
simulalion is meant only 10 give an idea of Ihe 
variation of Ule dynamics away from lransparency 
condilion (i). and nOI 10 provide, necessarily, realislic 
allernatives for Ule paramelers (il should be remembered 
thaI transparency condilion (iv) is nO! exaclly salisfied, 
on accounl of Eq . (10)) . The simulalions included PCs, 
and were run for three damping times, willI tJIC bunches 
divided up inlo Ulree longiludinal slices (TRS code). 
The horizontal beam blowup for bOlh beams was quile 
close to unilY for all poinls. The luminosity 
performance varies smoolhly a' Ule beam-beam paraln-

-+- LEA 

----- HER 

15 

1.0 

nominal value 

0 .51------~--------' 
0.Q15 0.020 0.025 0.030 0 .035 0.040 0.045 0.050 

~ .. 
Fig. 4. Vertical beam blowup for boU, beams 

for asymmetric beam· beam paramelers. 
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elers move away from equalilY. In facl, these results 
suggesl that the performance is slighUy beller for ~o+ 
=0.024, ~o-= 0.0375 than for ~o+ = ~o-= 0.03 (the 
peak at ~o+ =0.022 is probably due to a resonance 
effecI). Fig . 4 further suppons the belief that 
transparency is not a "hair trigger" symmetry. 

3.4 Injection Issues 

AI the time of injection the beam is displaced from its 
nominal orbil by aboul 80'0. If the injection process 
takes place in the horizontal plane, the injecled beam 
has a chance for a c1ose·w·head·on collision with the 
slored beam al a PC location before its orbil damps 
down 10 nominal. This close encounter is quite strong 
because of the large beta function . Vertical injection, 
on Ihe olher band, does not enlail this pOlential 
problem. Simulations for both cases have been carried 
OUI for PEp·1I (17). As a resul! of these, vertical 
injeclion has been adopled. 

4. CROSSING ANGLE 

The challenge of beam separalion in the interaclion 
region has naturally led 10 the consideration of 
collisions al an angle. In this case, however, 
pOlentially detrimental synchro·betalron resonances 
appear [18] whose effeclS muSI be assessed. 

AlUlOugh U,e KEK B faclOry design calls for head-on 
collisions, Ule possibililY of a small crossing angle has 
been recenlly considered [19] . Sludies of the beam 
closed orbit, including the effeclS of nine PCs on either 
side of the IP, show Ula! U,e slabililY of the coherent 
dipole mode of the beam is safe for a crossing half· 
angle ¢/2 = 2.3 mrad. In Ulis case the normalized beam 
separation al Ihe firsl PC is d/o-x = 9 for a bunch 
spacing s8 = 0.6 m. 

Ongoing experimenlS al CESR [20] for collisions with 
a horizontal crossing angle show that there are no 
significant detrimental effeclS for half·angles up to 4'12 
= 2.5 mrad. Certain synchro·bcullIOn resonances that 
are exciled by the crossing angle have been identified 
and have been shown to be avoidable. 

The CESR·B design [5] calls for a relatively large 
horizontal crossing angle, 4N2 = 12 mrad. The resullaJlt 
bunch til! is supposed to be compensaled by pairs of 
"crab cavities" [21]. Since such a compensating 
mechanism allows for the possibility of large crossing 
angles, il would void, in principle, all concerns arising 
from parasitic collisions. The burden is shifted to 

? 



proving Ll13t such cavi ties can be built, operated and 
controlled reliably under actual operating conditions. 
Present studies seem 10 show IlWt tolerances are nOl 
tight (20). 

5. CODES AND ALGORlTHMS 

So far, lattice nonlinearities have not been included in 
llle strong-strong simulations used in llle PEP-II berun 
beam studies. However, simulations and ex periments at 
CESR [22J have shown lllat sextupole magneL< do nOt 
seem to have a significant effecL on luminos ity 
performance. Including lattice nonlineariti es in 
simulation codes does nOl seem to represen t a 
significant coding efforl. However, even wit llout 
nonlinearilies, these simulati ons can be tim e
consuming: as an example, a simulation run for 15,000 
turns, 256 superparticles per hunch and llli ck-Icns 
effects described by 3 slices willI llle code TRS takes 
- 8 min CPU time on a CRAY Y-MP (Ille two PCs on 
eilller side of the IP included). In this regime, llle CPU 
time scales rougilly linearly witll llle numher of 
superparticles, with Ole numher of turns, ond wi til tile 
numher of slices. 

The imparlance of allowing for, and cons isten tly 
treating, non-Gaussian distrinutions, has neen 
empha.<ized. TIlis can he acllieveJ witll PIC (particle-in
cell) codes [23,24) , wh icll solve M ox we ll' s anJ 
Newton's equations approximately consistenuy during 
the beam-heam collision. Some interesting new results 
have hee n observed in Illis type of simulations for 
round beams and high val ues of ~o [24J. At prescnt, it 
appears Illat an extension along Illese lines implies a 
sign ificant complication in the trackin g codes and a 
major increase ill ule computer time needed. nlis work 
remains to be carried out to confirm th aI. in the 
parameter regime relevant to I3 factories, ule strong
strong simulat ion resulL< are nOl significantly modified . 

The coherent mode approach [25J to Ille heam-beam 
problem has been used to arrive at a good understand ing 
of the coherent dipole modes of coupled beams, anJ 
hence to an understanding of instahilities of closed 
orbits (26) . It remains an interesting problem to extend 
this method, willl comparable reliabil ity, 10 higher
order modes, especially for asymmetric colliders. Tile 
quadrupole mode, for example, would shed Iigllt on 
beam blow up, and therefore on luminos it y 
performanoe. 

Each of the melllOds described has we ngllls and 
weaknesses, and sheds light on different aspects of tile 
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dynamics. It is probably unrealistic 10 expect any 
singl e calculational approach to be developed in llle 
fore seeable future that can reliably predict 
systematically and quantitately all aspects of beam
beam dynamics. Each melllod, however, should be 
properly callibrated against experimental results. 

6. BEAM LIFETIME 

A reliable determination of llle beam lifetime is by far 
Ille most difficult and expensive part of beam-beam 
studies. It is Ille least-studied beam-beam issue in D 
faclOry proposals. Allllough interesting analytic work 
has been done for simplified models (27) , studies for 
realistic, concrete cases remain to be carried out. The 
core of llle beam, whicll determines the short-term 
average luminosity, can be studied effectively willl 
strong-strong simulations, as mentioned above. The 
beam lifetime, on the other hand, is imponant for llle 
integrated luminosity, and is determined by the 
dynamics of llle tails of llle beam. 

The beam tails involve particles at large amplitude and 
very long lime scales. Lauice nonlineari ties are 
probahly essential, and hrute force simulation 
approaches are tlloughttO be hopeless wi th present-day 
computers, at least if one wants re sults with a 
reliahility comparable to lllat which can be achie ved in 
heam core studies. Numerical ·'acceleration" a1gorilllms 
[28J are promisi ng in U,is respect, although llley need 
to be tested furlller for reliahility and accuracy. Table 2 
summarizes a comparison between the essential 
d)1lamics of Ule heam core and tails. 

Table 2. Dynamics of Luminosity and Lifetime 

Luminosity 

Relevant region: beam core 

Relevant time 
scale: 

Appropriate 
meU,odJUleoreti
cal object of 
interest.: 

-few damping 
times 

strong-strong 
simulations 
(-100-1000 
superparucles)/ 
quadrupole 
mode, beam 
blowup 

Lifetime 

beam tails 

many damping 
times (-100 ?) 

weak-strong 
simulations 
(incoherent 
approach)/conv
ection currenlS 
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